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What is Securities Lending? 

Securities Lending is a program that temporarily lends securities to a third party to generate additional income. 

 Investors use a program provider, also known as the lending agent, to oversee the program.  

 The program provider can be either a custody bank or a third-party provider. 

 Some of an investor’s securities are lent in exchange for collateral, typically cash. 

 Collateral required is generally 102% to 105% of the security value. 

 The collateral is invested by the provider in short-term fixed income investments. 

 To provide a cushion, collateral in excess of the value of the loaned security is provided.  

 As with all investments, the greater the risk, the greater the expected (collateral) return. 

 The program provider must pay a “rebate rate” to the borrower. 

 The size of the rebate rate varies, based on how much borrowing demand there is for 

the security.  
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How Does Security Lending Earn a Return? 

 The amount that the collateral earns above the rebate rate typically represents the maximum net gain to 

the lender. 

 The investor and program provider split the gains from the collateral investment.   

 The revenue split ranges from 50%/50% to 90%/10% in favor of the investor. 

 Factors that tilt the percentage higher or lower towards the institutional investor are generally the 

supply for and demand of the security in the market.  If there is little supply, or high demand for a 

security in the market, the investor keeps a higher percentage of the split. 

 Additionally if the borrower uses non-cash collateral—such as other securities—the borrower pays 

the lending agent a fee or premium and there is no reinvestment of collateral nor any rebate fee 

paid to the borrower.   
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Who Borrows Securities? 

There are numerous market participants that borrow securities for varying reasons. 

 Broker/Dealers  

 Market Making: Brokers with borrowing access can provide buy and sell pricing with fewer 

securities actually held on their balance sheet. 

 Transaction Facilitation and Protection:  Borrowing securities allows brokers to prevent sell fails 

and buy-ins on behalf of their clients. 

 Primer Brokers and Hedge Funds 

 Short Selling:  Borrowing a security and then immediately selling it to profit from a downward price 

movement. 

 Arbitrage Strategies: Borrowing securities to profit from jurisdictional and market structure issues. 

 Convergence Trades (Index, Share Class, and Convertible arbitrage):  Trades where 

slightly different securities with the same underlying exposure are bought and sold with 

the expectation that their values will converge. 

 Collateral: Borrowing particular securities (e.g., U.S. Treasuries) to pledge as non-cash collateral. 

 Legal and Regulatory Considerations: Borrowing a security allows the borrower to exercise rights 

they would not otherwise have. 

 Dividend Tax Arbitrage 

 Corporate Actions (e.g., proxy voting)  
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Securities Lending Mechanics 

 The terms for a loan are negotiated at the outset of the loan.   

 The terms generally address the type and amount of collateral, the rebate rate, the length of the 

loan, and dividend payments (when applicable).  

 The loaned security is transferred to the borrower, and the lending agent receives the collateral. 

 The cash collateral is reinvested, generating income for the lender.  

 The collateral and the loaned security are marked to market daily. 

 At the end of the loan, the security and the collateral are respectively returned.    
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The Different Ways Securities Lending Makes Money 

 There are essentially two approaches to profit from securities lending:  value lending and volume lending. 

 Value lending (aka, intrinsic value lending) seeks to benefit primarily by lending securities that are not 

easily borrowed.   

 Certain securities are scarce and thus hard to borrow (often referred to as “specials”). 

 Because borrowing demand outstrips supply for these securities, the rebate rate is often quite low 

or negative. 

 A negative rebate rate results in the lender making money without having to invest the 

collateral (although the collateral is often still invested to increase profitability). 

 A low rebate rate allows for very conservative investment of the collateral (e.g., short-term 

Treasuries) to make money.   

 Volume lending (aka, general collateral lending) seeks to benefit primarily by lending as many securities 

as is profitably possible. 

 The profit from each loan is generally small.   

 The profitability can be enhanced by taking on more risk (e.g., credit, duration, liquidity) with the 

collateral investment.   

 These risks resemble other risks that are likely present in an investor’s portfolio, and thus 

can be thought of as taking on a modest degree of leverage.  

 While more lending volume means greater income, it also means potentially greater risks.  
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Securities Lending Risks 

 During most periods, the risk of loss in a securities lending program is minimal.  

 Collateral in excess of the value of the loaned security is provided, this value is marked to market 

daily, the collateral is generally invested in short-term high quality fixed income, and the program 

provider will often indemnify the borrower from counterparty risk.  

 However, during periods of market disruption, the potential for significant losses exist.   

 The investment of the collateral pool represents the most obvious risk.   

 If the investments in this pool take on credit risk or interest rate risk, they could lose value. 

 Likewise, if any of the collateral investments are potentially illiquid, they could lose value during a 

credit crunch and impair a lender’s ability to access those funds.  

 Counterparty risk can manifest itself in multiple ways.   

 If the borrower defaults and fails to return the loaned security, the lender could lose money.   

 Virtually all program providers will offer to indemnify the lender against counterparty risk, 

often for a fee (i.e., a higher share of lending proceeds). 

 Securities held as collateral can be negatively impacted by issuer defaults.  In some cases, those 

issuers are the same parties who are borrowing shares (e.g., Lehman Brothers). 
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Case Study:  The 2007 to 2009 Experience 

 In order to generate additional income throughout the early to mid-2000s, many securities lending 

programs invested portions of their collateral pool in securities that carried significant credit risk or had a 

long time to maturity (e.g., long-term MBS).  

 As the mortgages underlying securitized products began to fail at the beginning of the crisis, securities 

loan recalls increased just as riskier and longer-term collateral began to suffer losses.  This dynamic caused 

many lenders to be “upside down” on their loans, with less collateral than necessary available to return to 

their borrowers. 

 Collateral impairment had different impacts depending on the structure of the lending program. 

 In commingled vehicles with lending programs, collateral pools tended to transact as though the collateral 

was not impaired (i.e., maintained a net asset value of $1 per share) but used liquidity restrictions to prevent 

a “run” on collateral.  

 In separate accounts, client collateral impairments were extended loans by lending agents to allow the 

program to continue to function.  However, these clients generally still owed the lending entity for the funds 

necessary to cover the shortfall.  

 Ultimately, many managers funded any differences in their collateral pools.  
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Securities Lending Risk Mitigation 

The lender or its agent can help minimize program risks in several ways. 

 Counterparty Risk 

 Lend to well-capitalized borrowers and continually monitor credit quality. 

 Require sufficient (based on volatility and security supply) collateral with daily mark to market. 

 Require agent indemnification for borrower defaults and monitor agent’s capability to make good 

on indemnification. 

 Investment Risk 

 Determine overall lending strategy and implement appropriate guidelines for minimum 

profitability and maximum utilization rates. 

 Within pooled vehicles, ensure the investment manager’s return and risk guidelines are 

appropriate given the lender’s overall risk tolerance. 

 Structure collateral investment guidelines to ensure sufficient profitability (i.e., above rebate rate) 

while controlling credit risk and liquidity and ensuring appropriate sector and issuer diversification. 

 Establish minimum standards for non-cash collateral liquidity and risks. 

 Segmented portfolio approach: Leave one or more asset classes invested in non-lending 

strategies to protect against potential disruption in securities lending markets. 
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Securities Lending Risk Mitigation (continued) 

 Operational Risk 

 Perform due diligence on lending agent similar to any other vendor, reviewing internal controls as 

well as requesting reporting to verify program meets risk guidelines. 

 Potentially excluding some high quality assets (e.g., investment grade bonds) from lending 

programs to ensure an ability to meet obligations even in the event of program problems. 
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General Program Changes Observed Since the Global Financial Crisis 

 Given the experience with collateral impairment during the Financial Crisis there has been a shift in the 

market toward reduction of collateral pool risk with movement toward money-market-like (2A-7 type) 

restrictions. 

 Lenders are now requiring collateral with:  

1. Higher credit quality 

2. Higher liquidity requirements 

3. Shorter time to maturity 

 The crisis has also led to greater lending risk management across the board.  There is now much greater 

scrutiny of borrowers and exposure limitations to reduce counterparty risk, with additional stress testing 

requirements throughout the system.  

 Still throughout this more cautious lending environment, there has been increased opportunity for income.  

Rising interest rates allow afford greater income to be earned from collateral. 

 On the reinvestment side, some programs have migrated towards an uber-conservative stance, though 

some have stayed aggressive. 
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Summary 

 Similar to other aspects of investing, securities lending provides the potential for higher returns in 

exchange for increased risk. 

 Securities lending programs have the ability to generate modest incremental revenue, varying 

based on the lending approach and revenue split agreed to with the agent. 

 Although not likely under normal market conditions, securities lending programs can result in 

securities being lost to defaulted borrowers or liabilities being owed to borrowers for bad collateral. 

 For lending programs within pooled vehicles, there is also an additional risk of redemption 

restrictions or forced in-kind redemptions due to impaired collateral. 

 Individual programs vary according to several factors, including the degree of risk accepted and the 

percentage of gains accruing to the investor.   

 Selection of a skilled agent with a competitive fee split is important to both generate income and 

control risk. 

 The amount of income, and risk, in any securities lending program is determined largely by its investment 

approach (value versus volume lending) and how the borrowing collateral is invested. 

 Investors may find that controlled exposure to securities lending can provide added income with an 

acceptable risk level.  
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Miami FIPO Securities Lending Overview 

Category FIPO 

Consistent with 

Industry Standard 

Lending Agent: Northern Trust (custodian bank) Yes 

Split: 75% to FIPO/25% to Northern Trust Yes 

Collateral Requirement: 102% of market value of borrowed securities.  (105% if non-USD) Yes 

Collateral Fund: Northern Trust Collective SL Short Term Investment Fund. Yes 

Collateral Fund guidelines:  High grade money market instruments with short 

maturities 

 Limited to sec lending clients of Northern Trust 

 Average security maturity must be less than 60 days 

 Fund must be valued daily 

 Must be investment grade 

 

 

 

Yes 

Collateral Fund current 

characteristics1: 
 70% in AAA or AA securities 

 30% in A securities 

 Weighted average maturity of 32 days 

 Largest asset class exposure is: repo agreements, time 

deposits, CDs. 

 

 

Yes 

Indemnification: Northern will make FIPO whole if a borrower fails to repay/return a 

security on loan 

 

Yes 

                                         
1 As of November 30, 2020 
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Miami FIPO Securities on Loan 

 

 Securities on Loan (as a percent of eligible assets) has steadily decreased. 

 As a percent of total FIPO, 15% of the plan was on loan in 2015.  This has decreased to 5% in 2020.  
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Miami FIPO Securities Lending Annual Income 

 
 

 Income earned from securities lending has decreased over the past five years as yields on high quality 

bonds (typical collateral) have decreased and overall participation has declined. 
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Conclusions  

 Miami FIPO’s securities lending program framework is consistent with industry norms. 

 Revenues from securities lending have declined over the past five years and are not likely to increase due 

to: 

 Decrease in available assets to be loaned out (the decrease in number of separately managed 

accounts results in less assets available for Northern Trust to lend). 

 Record low yields/interest rates on high quality fixed income instruments. 

 We are comfortable with Miami FIPO’s continued participation in securities lending through its custodian 

bank Northern Trust. 

 But expect the program will have a declining impact in terms of usage and revenue for the reasons 

above. 
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Global Securities Lending Revenues  
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Global Securities Lending Loan Balances 
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